








































For all three of these crossings—and for crossings of the West Branch and South Branch Moose 

River and Piel Brook, neither of which are discussed by Mr. Freye—even if CMP could not 

identify alternative routes with fewer impacts in streams that are important to brook trout, 

alternatives were available that could have maintained full forest canopy vegetation over the 

streams.  As noted above, CMP used taller poles to reduce impacts to Gold Brook. CMP also 

proposed taller poles that maintain full canopy vegetation at the Mountain Brook crossing and 

proposed alternative pole locations to maintain full canopy vegetation on both banks of the 

Kennebec River.  There is no indication that these or other alternatives were considered for these 

high-impact stream crossings. 

 

Brook Trout Habitat Values of Compensation Parcels: Mr. Freye points out that conservation 

completed in the past by the Western Mountain Charitable Foundation abuts CMP’s proposed 

Lower Enchanted Tract on the north shore of the Dead River and is across the river from the 

proposed Basin Tract.  This is true, but it misses my larger point—that protection of lands 

adjacent to the Dead River does not protect habitat for brook trout that is remotely like the 

smaller, colder, and higher elevation streams that are impacted by the proposed stream crossings.  

The Dead River in the vicinity of Lower Enchanted, Basin, and Grand Falls tracts—and the 

abutting lands conserved by the Western Mountain Charitable Foundation—has a brook trout 

and landlocked salmon fishery supported by annual stocking.  CMP has provided no information 

on the suitability of this habitat for wild brook trout spawning and rearing.  The Dead River 

flows out of Flagstaff Lake, a large, shallow, warm lake, and as a result the Dead River has 

summer water temperatures that are high enough that brook trout must seek thermal refuge in 

cold water tributaries.  None of these coldwater tributaries are provided any protection by CMP’s 
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